
MASTERS BY COURSEWORK OR RESEARCH

A Masters by Coursework is a professional qualification involving the study of a specified set of core units and a
selection of eligible elective.

Choosing a Study Destination. These allow students to develop a foundation in their undergraduate degree
before applying it to real life in Masters. They involve series of taught modules, delivered through lectures,
practical and work seminars. Research Masters Degrees normally take longer than taught Masters Degrees to
complete. It leans towards a practical application of subject knowledge. Students interested in a career in
academia, have an inherent interest in research or intend to ultimately pursue a PhD are recommended to take
the Masters by Research. Coursework based Masters or Taught Masters Degrees Taught masters degrees are
similar to undergraduate degrees. Assessment is through coursework, examinations, group projects and
dissertations. However, it is also an awesome opportunity for anyone who is passionate, intellectually curious
and up for a challenge! Our counsellors have most up to date information about admission requirement.
Course-based Masters Degrees are based on course modules taught through lectures, lab work, seminars or
distance learning, while research-based Masters Degrees requires student to carry out their own research
project in a specialized field of study. Coursework programs have a structure consisting of core, elective and
optional units and require enrolment in these units, attendance for any timetabled classes and completion of
assignments. The students can be required to undertake some extra units to expand their skills, but this is
decided on case to case basis. Research qualifications are awarded following the completion of a major thesis,
which involves independent original research under the supervision of a senior academic. However, some of
these courses will require a minor thesis to be completed as well, to supplement their knowledge in the chosen
subject area. Meanwhile, a Masters by Research involves students submitting a completed thesis based on an
independent research project. One should think of whether the Masters is able to help you develop transferable
skills and whether it is vital to your professional aspirations. For example, in Australia, as a graduate from a
Masters by Coursework program, a student will be entitled to apply for a post-study work Visa that is valid for
two years while graduates from the Masters by Research degree can apply for a Visa valid for three years
instead. Upon completion of these modules you will be assessed on the skills and knowledge you have
learned. This means that students in this course will be working independently with the support of a supervisor
and the School and attend some units to improve their research skills. Course Content As per their names, a
Masters by Coursework involves the study of a specific set of core units and a selection of electives.
Meanwhile, Masters by Coursework is more varied, some have professional applications such as work
placements such as education and medicine. What are Coursework and Research based Masters degrees?
Which course is suited to me? Typically, this is most appealing to students. Most Coursework based Masters
have a research element and may require completion of a minor thesis.


